Happenings at
‘Taman Agroteknologi’
Run Nr.:
Date:
Hare:
Co-Hares:
Runners:
Distance:
Checks:
FROPs:
Time:
Guests:
Returnees:

3703
24th November 2014
Teh Eng Onn
Sang Kai Mai, Ah Meng, Ah Siong
70
~ 9km.
5
Lim Kim Hai
7.40pm.
Charlie and Noel
Mike Kuan and Gary Murrell

Though we were back to the same area as last week, it was the usual
runsite this time, unlike last week where we ran from a different spot.
A crowd of the usuals gathered and at 6pm, the On Sec led them down
the road to the gate at the end of the road. Here was the first check.
It was broken forward and as the pack ran along, it started to rain. It did
so for a while and then stopped, thankfully.
Rob takes it from here:
GPS says 10.2 km but an amount of checking and going back to find
people. Hare says 9km, cannot disagree.
Run got everything slippy, trips, off piste thorns made checking difficult.
520m of climb.
1st check at the end of the road, paper straight on, and then climbing.
2nd check, back check bit of a circular. Easily found after Chris Tan called
check. But some confusion when Chris wanted TT, Jake and Dr Chua to
short cut the loop.
3rd check down a slope, slippery, with check at the stream. Difficult to
check because everywhere you go thorns and trips. Took us a while. Then
another jungle climb
4th Check at the top of the hill. Paper downhill but a tortuous route to find
paper through the fallen palm fronds.
5th check, usual place by the concrete road. Paper down an overgrown
track, then into rubber and home along the road.
Most of the runners were in by 8.15pm. Circle started a little later this
week but with all except one in attendance.
The recent members were not around for Butler duty. On Sec decided to
pick an older member and Malacca Tey was up for duty this week. He did
well by the way.

The Hare had to go back home after coming back from setting the run. So
Ah Meng was the representative. All agreed it was a good run despite the
rain and early darkness. The Co-hares got their drink.
On Cash made his desperate plea for the last few to pay up. This time he
asked for the good friends to pay on their behalf. Of course, it turned out
these guys suddenly have no friends, with Opera hotly denying that he is
not his Korean brothers’ keeper.
On Cash then got Erik up on the box. This guy today drove in so close to
the beer wagon and ran over a crate of beer. Luckily only one bottle was
broken.
Guests were Charlie from KL and Noel from Australia.
Returnees were Mike Kuan and Gary Murrell.
The Hare next week is Lioe but he had Boey as the Bomoh.
Boey did well with a call to a member for talking to an unmentionable at
the run last week. This was Yap Foo Hoi who was not around so Young Yap
was up.
Bomoh emphasised that while we keep the runsite clean, we must do the
same for the trails we run in. all members agreed. But we had Ah Lek who
threw a water bottle away.
While you should not throw stuff around, you should also not take stuff
away from the trails. Frankie sheepishly came up for picking a good stick.
Worse we had a guy looking for something that was not there. Steven
Leong looking for fruits off season.
Finally, Danny Tai and Edwin were up for matching Ford Rangers parked
side by side.
After Opera gave an update on the forthcoming Korean tour, members
went silent when asked for more calls.
This was a sign that they were hungry and wanted to go for the dinner.
On Sec asked Ah Meng where the On On was and he asked On Sec to
announce it. Which he did, with a slip mentioning the unmentionable word
to describe the owner of the place in Uu Langat town.
Thanks to the Hare for the good run and the On On.
PIX OF THE RUN

